APPENDIX III
John of Melitene
The famous epitaph on Nikephoros Phokas by John of Melitene can be
found in a number of Skylitzes manuscripts as well as in several other sources.
Vasil’evskij was the first scholar to attribute this epitaph to John Geometres
on stylistic grounds, and to assume that Geometres had been metropolitan of
Melitene at a certain point in his life1. Unfortunately, others soon followed his
lead, with the result that most modern scholars confuse the two poets2. However, as I explained in a recent paper3, John Geometres was never metropolitan
of Melitene. In fact, he served in the military until 985 when he fell into
disfavour with Basil II; he then became a monk at the Kyros monastery where
he remained until his death (around the year 1000). True enough, there are
some striking stylistic similarities between the epitaph and some of Geometres’
poems4, but it cannot be ruled out that John of Melitene imitates John Geometres, nor that the stylistic affinities between the two are in fact characteristic
of late tenth-century poetry in general.
If we study the manuscript tradition carefully, there is little doubt that the
epitaph was already ascribed to John of Melitene in the archetype from which
all manuscripts derive. There are two modern editions of the epitaph: Mercati
1921a: 255–256 and Thurn 1973: 282–283. Thurn basically follows the Bonn
and Paris editions of Kedrenos (which are based on the unreliable readings of
ms. C). Mercati’s edition is much better. He relies not only on the Kedrenos /
Skylitzes tradition, but also presents the readings of other manuscripts. Since
the manuscripts often present divergent readings, an editor has to make choices. I think that Mercati made a fundamental mistake by preferring the readings of ARR1. Mercati writes the following to justify his choice: “A chi la
preferenza? Siamo stati perplessi nella scelta: infine abbiamo adottato il testo
1

2

3
4

V.G. VASIL’EVSKIJ, Russko-vizantijskie otryvki. Zurnal Ministerstva Narodnogo Prosvešcenija 184 (1876) 162–178. Repr. in: idem, Trudy. St. Petersburg 1909 (Vaduz 19682),
II, 107–124, esp. pp. 112–115.
See, for instance, MERCATI 1921a: 253, SCHEIDWEILER 1952: 307–309 and HÖRANDNER
1970: 110.
See LAUXTERMANN 1998d: 365–367.
See the critical apparatus to Mercati’s edition: MERCATI 1921a. But see also M.V. BIBIKOV, Joan Militinskij i Joan Geometur, in: Bulgarsko Srednovekovie. Sbornik I. Dujcev.
Sofia 1980, 65–66.
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di ARR1, perchè ci è parso che esso rivesta un carattere meno personale, e
quindi sia più adatto per un’ epigrafe, rispetto all’ Äß dok0 di CMOO1 nel v. 5.
Però se Äß dok0 doveva trovarsi in origine nella poesia, come lasciarebbe
supporre il parallelo ìn doko¯n del v. 6, sarebbe forse ARR1 il rimaneggiamento
della poesia fatto dall’ autore o da altri al momento d’ essere incisa, per meglio
adattarla allo stile epigrafico?”5. However, as I explained on pp. 233–236, the
epitaph on Nikephoros Phokas was never intended to be inscribed on his tomb,
but instead circulated as a political pamphlet in 988–989. The divergent readings of ARR1 should indeed be viewed as a “rimaneggiamento” by someone
trying to turn the fictitious epitaph into a genuine verse inscription. The text
as presented by ARR1 is stylistically, grammatically and metrically superior to
that of the other manuscripts; most probably though ARR1 do not offer the
text of the poet himself, but that of a clever emendator. Since texts usually get
worse each time they are copied, it is quite understandable why Mercati based
his edition on the readings of ARR1. But at least some of the oddities and
ramshackle constructions we find in the other manuscripts containing the text
of the epitaph, go back to the archetype of the manuscript tradition and
presumably to the poet himself.
As I cannot explain the above without going into great detail, I will re-edit
the epitaph. For my edition I use Mercati’s and Thurn’s critical apparatus as
well as some supplementary information found in other publications6.
The epitaph can be found in the following manuscripts: A = Vindob. Hist.
gr. 35 (s. XII), fol. 106r; C = Par. Coisl. gr. 136 (s. XII), fol. 101v; M = Matrit.
Vitr. 26-2 (s. XII), fol. 157r (in the margin of the page); N = Marc. XI 22
(s. XIV), fol. 87v; O1 = Vat. Ottob. gr. 361 (s. XV), fol. 168v; R = Vat. Reg.
gr. 166 (s. XV?)7, fol. 212r; R1 = Vat. Reg. gr. 86 (s. XV–XVI), fol. 122r; O =
Vat. Ottob. gr. 309 (s. XVI), fol. 168r8.
R and R1 offer exactly the same readings as A, with only one difference in
v. 5: barb1roiß kaò qhr5oiß, whereas A has barbariko¦ß qhr5oiß. The three mss.

5
6

7

8

MERCATI 1921a: 255.
For the readings of N, see MERCATI 1923. See also HÖRANDNER 1970: 109–113. For the
text of v. 23 in M, see ŠEVCENKO 1969–70: 190, n. 11.
Mercati dates R to the fifteenth century, but the lemma attached to the epitaph in R
[also found in O and in Hierosolym. 441 (see following footnote)] cannot have been
written before 1543. According to the lemmatist, the tomb of Nikephoros II Phokas (he
means: Nikephoros III Botaneiates) was to be found in the Peribleptos monastery,
“which nowadays is called Sulumanastir and which the Armenians -alas!- are allowed to
inhabit by God’s dispensation”. The Peribleptos monastery became the site of the
Armenian patriarchate in 1543.
Ms. Hierosolym. Patr. 441 (s. XVII–XVIII), fol 155r, also contains the epitaph on
Phokas: see MERCATI 1921a: 254, n. 4 and MERCATI 1923: 257. To judge from the lemma
and the incipit, the text in this ms. seems to be similar to that of O.
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belong to the same branch of the manuscript tradition.
C and O usually offer the same readings, apart from some evident scribal
errors, such as v. 10 t7pte C (all other mss. t1tte), v. 10 peföß O (all other mss.
pefo7ß), and so on.
M and O1 nearly always have the same text, with the following exceptions:
v. 6 Ðn O1 (all other mss. ìn), v. 13 só5ggoysin O1 (all other mss. só7foysin) and
v. 22 O1 mönon (like N), whereas M has mönoy (and the other mss. mönhn).
N is very interesting. Most often it offers the same text as MO1, but on two
occasions it has the same variant readings as ARR1. The first one is v. 10
logchóöroyß (toxokr1taß MO1CO). The second one is v. 5 Äß dok0, kaò
barb1roiß (Äß dok0, kaò qhr5oiß MO1CO; barb1roiß kaò qhr5oiß RR1 and
barbariko¦ß qhr5oiß A). As Mercati already suggested, ARR1 appear to present
an emendated version of the original text; but since N, a ms. which belongs to
another branch of the manuscript tradition, has some of the variants of ARR1,
it would seem that the archetype of the manuscript tradition already contained these alternative readings, probably as supralinear glosses: logchóöroyß
as a legitimate variant of toxokr1taß and barb1roiß as an explanation of
qhr5oiß.
The text variants of v. 23 are of great relevance: Észß pto8sei ta¯ta kaò
tr6vei mönh MO1, tr6vei t1cei N; Észß skorp5sei ta¯ta kaò tr6vei mönoß O, Észß
skorp5sei ta7tø kaò tr6vei mönø C. The text of MO1 and N is not brilliant but it
is satisfactory. The text of CO is obviously incorrect, for the second iambic foot
is unprosodic (skorp5sei) in CO and the fourth foot is equally unprosodic
(ta7tø) in C. In ARR1 v. 23 reads as follows: óznë g2r eœß óöbhtron aJto¦ß
ärk6sei. Although the text offered by ARR1 is clearly superior to that of the
other mss. from a purely stylistic viewpoint, it looks as if the diligent emendator of ARR1 turned something bad into something good. The question is, why
did he feel the urge to change the text of v. 23? What is the error he felt he
needed to correct? Whereas the text of MO1N is flawless, the text of CO is not.
This is why I suspect that the exemplar used by the emendator of ARR1
presented v. 23 in the unprosodic version of CO. If this supposition is correct,
it follows that the (emendated) source of ARR1 and the source of CO belong to
the same branch of the manuscript tradition.
Then there is the problem of vv. 14–15: lehlato¯si p@n Çqnoß tën sën pölin,
/ oÎß ™ptöei pròn kaò gegramm6noß t7poß MO1NCO. As the syntax of p@n Çqnoß …
oÎß is obviously incorrect (unless we interpret it as a harsh constructio ad
sensum), verse 14 was “emendated” by AR1 into ™cqro¦ lehlato¯si s8n, m1kar,
pölin9. This is an excellent example of how the emendator of ARR1 operated.

9

R presents a scribal error: instead of the two verses 13–14 as presented in the version of
AR1, it has only one verse: Skyq0n Çqnh só7foysi sën, m1kar, pölin.
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Faced with an ungrammatical construction in his exemplar, he shuffled the
words around, changed p@n Çqnoß into ™cqro5 and added the word m1kar to fill
up the verse. The version of ARR1 often seems to offer better readings than the
other mss., but all these superior readings are in fact mere conjectural emendations. Since the words p@n Çqnoß are obviously incorrect, we have to assume
that the source from which all manuscripts ultimately derive, the archetype,
already presented a scribal error. As I find the emendation proposed by Stadtmüller: pansqen0ß10, not only elegant but also convincing, I have adopted it in
the following edition.
This brings us to the following stemma:
a

b

c

d

A

5

10

10

e

RR1

C

f

O

M

O1

ÕOß ändr1si pròn kaò tomwteroß x5óoyß,
p1rergon oÏtoß kaò gynaikñß kaò x5óoyßº
Ðß t/ kr1tei pròn g‰ß Ýlhß e¾ce kr1toß,
Ôsper mikrñß g‰ß mikrñn Ë
î khsen m6roßº
tñn pròn sebastön, Äß dok0, kaò qhr5oiß
äne¦len 9 s7gkoitoß, ìn doko¯n m6loß.
Ö mhdê nyxò mikrñn Üpnwttein q6lzn
™n t/ t1óù n¯n makrñn Üpnwttei crönon.
q6ama pikrönº äll\ än1sta n¯n, 4nax,
kaò t1tte pefo7ß, Wppötaß, toxokr1taß,
tñ sñn str1teyma, t2ß ó1laggaß, toáß löcoyß.
Örm) kaq\ 9m0n ^Rzsikë panopl5aº
See T. PREGER, Inscriptiones Graecae Metricae. Leipzig 1891, 23.
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Skyq0n Çqnh só7foysin eœß óonoyrg5anº
lehlato¯si pansqen0ß tën sën pölin,
oÎß ™ptöei pròn kaò gegramm6noß t7poß
prñ t0n pyl0n sñß ™n pölei Byfant5oy.
na5, më parövei ta¯taº ½¦von tñn l5qon
tñn sê krato¯nta, kaò l5qoiß t2 qhr5a
t2 t0n ™qn0n d5zkeº dñß dê kaò p6traß
sthrigmñn 9m¦n, ärragest1thn b1sin.
eœ d\ oJ prok7vai to¯ t1óoy mikrñn q6leiß,
kÌn ½‰xon ™k g‰ß Çqnesin óznën mönhnº
Észß pto8sei ta¯ta kaò tr6vei mönh.
eœ d\ oJdê to¯to, t/ t1óù t/ s/ d6coy
s7mpantaß 9m@ßº kaò nekrñß g2r ärk6seiß
sîwfein t2 pl8qh t0n Ýlzn cristzn7mzn,
ƒ plën gynaikñß t˜lla d\ aï Nikhóöroß.

1 Ö ta¦ß m1caiß pròn ARR1, tñn ändr1si … tomwteron C; 2 p1rergon ¢de N, Ëóqh
ARR1; 3 Ðß tñ kr1toß g‰ß pròn Ýlhß eÉce kr1tei N; 4 Ôß tiß ARR1, mikrñn g‰ß
MO1N, Ë
î khse MCOO1N, oœke¦ n¯n ARR1; 5 Äß dok0, barb1roiß N; tñn pròn dê
óriktñn barb1roiß kaò qhr5oiß RR1; barbariko¦ß qhr5oiß A; 6 s7fygoß N, m6roß
N, Ðn doko¯n O1; 10 t7pte C, pefñß O, logchóöroyß ARR1N; 12 ¸rg) MO1N; 13
só5ggoysin O1, óonoyrg5aß CO; 14 pansqen0ß Stadtmüller, p@n Çqnoß MCOO1N,
™cqro¦ lehlato¯si s8n, m1kar, pölin AR1; 13–14 Skyq0n Çqnh só7foysi sën,
m1kar, pölin R; 15 ™ptöei n¯n MO1; 16 Byfant5zn MO1, Byfant5doß N; 17 kaò mën
O, parövø O1; 20 ärragest6ran MO1, ärrag‰ sterr1n N; 22 ½¦von MO1, eœß Çqnh
ARR1, mönoy M, mönon O1N; 23 tr6vei t1cei N, Észß skorp5sei ta¯ta kaò tr6vei
mönoß O, Észß skorp5sei ta7tø kaò tr6vei mönh C, óznë g2r eœß óöbhtron aJto¦ß
ärk6sei ARR1; 25 Ö nekrñß C; 26 tñ pl‰qoß N; 27 t2 d\ 4lla C, t˜lla go¯n
Nikhóöre ARR1.
We may now turn to the ascription of the epitaph to John of Melitene.
Almost all the manuscripts of branch b attribute the epitaph to him: AR1CO.
AR1C are interpolated Skylitzes manuscripts. They introduce the epitaph as
follows: ™n dê t! szr/ aJto¯ Ö Melithn‰ß mhtropol5thß \Iz1nnhß ta¯ta ™p6graóe.
The lemma of O and R reads: “this text is to be found [these iambic verses were
found: R] on the tomb [szr/ O, l1rnaki R] of emperor Nikephoros Phokas
(who was buried in the Peribleptos monastery, etc.)”; the first part of the
lemma attached to the poem in OR derives its information from the interpolated passage in AR1C. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that hyparchetype b
from which ARR1CO are derived, was an interpolated Skylitzes manuscript11.
11

Hyparchetype b is probably identical to hyparchetype ó of Thurn’s stemma of the
Skylitzes mss.: see THURN 1973: XXXV.
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As for the second branch of the manuscript tradition, hyparchetype c, things
are a bit more complicated. The lemmata of M and O1 do not mention the
author. In N, however, the epitaph follows after a poem attributed to a certain
Meles: to¯ M6lhtoß (see the following section), which appears to be a misreading
of the original lemma: (\Iz1nnoy) to¯ Melithn‰ß12. Though M and O1 are Skylitzes manuscripts, it is hardly likely that hyparchetype c has anything to do with
the text tradition of Skylitzes’ Chronicle. M and O1 do not have the introductory phrase that we find in AR1C. Moreover, in M the epitaph is not written in
the main text as in AR1C, but in the margin. Below, on p. 314, I shall argue
that the scribe of M acquired the epitaph and a few other poems from an
anthology which no longer exists. It is very likely that N and O1 obtained the
epitaph from the same anthology used by the scribe of M.
As hyparchetype b (ARR1CO) and hyparchetype c (MO1N) attribute the
epitaph to John of Melitene, undoubtedly it was already ascribed to him in the
archetype (a). In other words, John of Melitene is the author of the poem. The
manuscript evidence leaves no other conclusion. Although John of Melitene is
not known to us from other Byzantine sources13, there is no reason to question
his earthly existence, or to supplement the name of John Geometres instead.
*

*
*

For the eight poems in N (Marc. XI 22 (s. XIV), fol. 87v), see Hörandner
1970: 109–116, who proves that these eight poems have nothing to do with the
rest of the manuscript (the corpus of Manganeios Prodromos). He identifies N
2–5 as Mauropous 10 and 12–14, and suggests that N 1 and 6–8 were written by
one and the same author.
N 1, a satirical epitaph on John Tzimiskes, bears the title to¯ M6lhtoß
(= to¯ Melithn‰ß). N 6–8 are entitled to¯ aJto¯, that is, to¯ mhtropol5toy
EJcaÀtzn, to whom N 2–5 are attributed. However, nos. 6–8 were not written
by Mauropous14. N 8 is the epitaph on Nikephoros Phokas by John of Melitene.
And N 6–7 cannot be found in Mauropous’ collection of poems. N 6 is an
epigram on the Deposition from the Cross; it is also found in three other

12

13

14

See S.G. MERCATI, BZ 25 (1925) 45–46 (repr. MERCATI 1970: I, 314) and HÖRANDNER 1970:
112.
Except for Vat. Reg. gr. 166, where the sixth-century inscription found in the church of
Sts. Sergios and Bakchos is attributed to John of Melitene: see SP. LAMBROS, NE 12
(1915) 370–371.
See KARPOZILOS 1982: 76.
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manuscripts, but without an ascription. N 7 is an epigram on St. Jacob the
Persian and is found nowhere else. Since N 8 is a poem by John of Melitene, it
is reasonable to assume that the lemma to¯ aJto¯ of N 6–8 refers to N 1 and not
to N 2–5. What probably happened, is that the scribe read N 1 & 6–8 and N 2–
5 in his exemplar, copied first N 1, then N 2–5 and finally N 6–8, but did not
change the lemma to¯ aJto¯. The phenomenon of negligently copied headings
is truly ubiquitous in Byzantine manuscripts (see, for instance, the numerous
false ascriptions in the Palatine manuscript of the Greek Anthology15).
N 1 is a satirical epitaph on John Tzimiskes (also found in Laur. XXXI 37
(s. XV), fol. 167v and Salamanca 2722, fol. 11v, dating from the twelfth century16). Tzimiskes is called a “dwarfish ape” who has murdered a “sleeping
lion”. The poet bluntly accuses Tzimiskes of having annihilated the cities by
killing Nikephoros Phokas: Çkteinaß 4ndra kaò sán aJt/ t2ß pöleiß. That seems
a bit unfair. Tzimiskes was in fact an excellent general and his short reign
boasted numerous victories over the Arabs and the Slavs. When Tzimiskes
died in 976, the Byzantine empire had not only expanded, but had also
consolidated its borders and regained its former glory. The poet also wishes
Tzimiskes a pleasant stay in hell, for he seized the throne by unjust means, and
now he is going to pay for it. Ue¯ pikr0n boyleym1tzn!, as the poet exclaims at
the end.
The epitaph on Tzimiskes, like the epitaph on Phokas, bears some stylistic
similarities to the poems of John Geometres17. We may conclude, therefore,
that John of Melitene was familiar with the poetry of his famous contemporary
and intentionally imitated his style. It is interesting to note, however, that
John Geometres and John of Melitene portray Tzimiskes from an entirely
different angle. In his epitaph on Tzimiskes (Cr. 267, 23) Geometres portrays
him as a truly tragic figure: a noble and valiant warrior who committed a
hideous crime, regretted it sorely ever after and felt terribly ashamed of what
he had done; basically a righteous man, who had blood on his hands, but who
was torn apart by pangs of remorse. The epitaph by John of Melitene, on the
contrary, shows unrelenting hatred towards Tzimiskes vented in very unpleasant language. This alone is proof enough that the two poets cannot be one and
the same person.

15
16

17

See A.S.F. GOW, The Greek Anthology: Sources and Ascriptions. London 1958.
Salamanca, University Library 2722 (olim Madrid, Palácio Réal 43) contains a Catena
on Isaiah. The manuscript dates from the eleventh century, but fol. 11 was written by
a twelfth-century hand. For the various poems on fol. 11, see ŠEVCENKO 1978: 117.
Incidentally, the second text Ševcenko publishes on p. 127, is not an unedited ninthcentury poem (as he avers), but a poem by Christopher Mitylenaios (no. 29).
See HÖRANDNER 1970: 112–113.
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Since there can be no doubt that N 1 and 8 were written by John of
Melitene, it is reasonable to assume that N 6–7 should be attributed to him as
well. This makes John of Melitene the author of at least four poems. There are
two other poems which can be ascribed to him with some degree of probability.
*

*
*

The illuminated Skylitzes manuscript in Madrid, Vitr. 26–2 (M), copied in
Palermo in the mid-twelfth century, contains eleven historical poems: M 1–11.
These poems were written by the main scribe in the margin of the manuscript
next to relevant miniatures after these had already been executed. The hotly
debated issue whether the miniatures are original works of art from a Sicilian
atelier18 or go back to a Constantinopolitan illuminated exemplar19, does not
affect the problem of the poems’ provenance. As the poems were only copied
after the miniatures had been executed, the problem of the miniatures’origin is
of no relevance. The question is, did the Palermitan scribe of M find the poems
in the exemplar of Skylitzes he was copying or did he obtain these poems from
a different source? Since at least one of the poems is a direct commentary on
the miniature next to it (see below), it is beyond any doubt that the poem was
composed by the scribe of the Madrid manuscript himself (for the miniatures,
whatever their origin, were first and the poems were only added later). And if
the scribe added this poem as his own contribution, it is reasonable to conjecture that he is also responsible for adding the other poems to the Chronicle of
Skylitzes. In other words, the scribe of M did not find these poems in the
Skylitzes exemplar he was copying, but got them from another source, probably some sort of anthology. That is also the opinion of Ševcenko who writes
that the poems “were entered into our manuscript out of antiquarian interest,
in the same city (sc. Palermo) where our very Madrid Skylitzes was being
produced”20.
M presents the following poems in the margin of the manuscript: (M 1–3)
monodies on Leo VI, (M 4) a monody on Constantine VII by Symeon the
Metaphrast, (M 5) a satirical poem on Theophano, (M 6) the epitaph to Nikephoros Phokas, (M 7–9) other epitaphs to Phokas, (M 10) a poem on Tzimiskes

18

19

20

See I. ŠEVCENKO, in: Byzanz und der Westen. Studien zur Kunst des europäischen
Mittelalters. Vienna 1984, 117–130.
See N. OIKONOMIDES, in: EJórösynon. \Aói6rzma stñn Manölh Catfid1kh. Athens 1992, II,
422–434.
ŠEVCENKO (see footnote 18), 128. See also OIKONOMIDES (footnote above), 426–427.
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and (M 11) an epitaph to a certain Bardas21. Despite their subject, not all these
poems date from the tenth century. In M 10 John Tzimiskes is urged to fight
the enemies, to abandon his “evil companion” and to fear God’s retribution.
The enemies he is supposed to fight are probably Svjatoslav and the Rus’.
Tzimiskes’ evil companion is, of course, Theophano, who was removed from
the palace at the instigation of patriarch Polyeuktos. As is well-known, patriarch Polyeuktos assented to crown Tzimiskes only if he agreed to end his
amorous liaison with Theophano. The obscure passage about God’s vengeance
(vv. 6–8) probably refers to the same conflict with Polyeuktos, which ended
when Tzimiskes publicly acknowledged the authority of the Church. The poem
would seem to date, therefore, from January 970 when Tzimiskes was crowned
emperor. This is also borne out by the miniature next to it showing the
coronation of Tzimiskes. However, the second verse: (dexi2) Ùn Çcranaß aØmati
dika5oy p1lai, firmly contradicts such a date. Even if we leave a margin for
poetic licence, p1lai cannot refer to an event that took place only a month
earlier. The poem must have been written much later. It is reasonable to
assume that it was written by the scribe / illuminator of M as a sort of caption
neatly explaining the meaning of the miniature22. The scribe acquired all the
references to historical events from the main text of Skylitzes’ Chronicle itself.
Similarly, M 5 seems to comment upon the scene depicted in the miniature next
to it. There we see Theophano secretly letting Tzimiskes and his accomplices
into the palace. The poet addresses her directly and asks: “What pleasure did
you have at the time of the murder?”. The answer, of course, is none, because
she was deceived in thinking that she would benefit from the murder, and the
liaison with Tzimiskes only caused her trouble. M 7–9 are too fragmentary to
decide whether they are authentic tenth-century poems or the work of the
twelfth-century scribe of M23. The first verse of M 8: Ö plën gynaikñß t˜lla dê
Nikh[óöroß], repeats the last verse of the epitaph on Nikephoros Phokas. Since
Byzantine poets often repeat themselves, John of Melitene may have been the
author of M 8; but it is equally feasible that the scribe of M borrowed a phrase
that appealed to him.

21

22

23

Ed. ŠEVCENKO 1969–70: 194 (no. 1), 196–197 (no. 2), 201–203 (no. 3), 210–212 (no. 4), 189
(no. 5), 190 (no. 10) and 191 (no. 11). On p. 190 he publishes some lines of nos. 7–9, as far
as he was able to decipher the manuscript. For some comments on the epitaph of Phokas
(no. 6), see pp. 189–190, n. 11.
It is worth noticing that Byzantine poetry flourished in Palermo around 1150: see B.
LAVAGNINI, Parnassos 25 (1983) 146–154.
According to C. DE BOOR, BZ 14 (1905) 415, the various manuscripts that derive from M
contain the poems as well. Since the text of the poems is sometimes almost illegible in M,
it would be interesting to know what these copies have to offer.
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M 1–4 ultimately originate from the archives of the Byzantine palace
administration, for they are public monodies performed by the demes at the
funerals of Leo VI and Constantine VII. The source of M 4 must have been a
late tenth-century manuscript, for “whoever wrote the title of Poem IV knew
that Symeon (the Metaphrast) was magister and stratiotikos “now”, and was
thus aware of the latest moves on the bureaucratic and aulic ladder”24. M 1–3,
6 and 11, however, do not bear such detailed lemmata and probably come from
other sources. All things are possible, but it seems hardly likely that the
Palermitan scribe of M thumbed through an infinite number of manuscripts to
find a few appropriate tenth-century poems. It is more reasonable to assume
that M 4, M 1–3, M 6 and M 11 (and possibly M 7–9), were to be found in an
anthology of Byzantine poems. This anthology is the source from which three
of the manuscripts of the epitaph of Nikephoros Phokas, MO1N (hyparchetype
c), acquired the poem. Since N contains three poems by John Mauropous (N 2–
5), the anthology cannot have been compiled before the late eleventh century.
M 11 is an epitaph on a certain Bardas who served in the military and died
on the island of Crete from some disease; his corpse was brought home by his
wife to be buried in a sarcophagus in a richly decorated arcosolium. The scribe
of M supposed that this Bardas was the famous rebel Bardas Phokas who died
at the battle of Abydos in 989, but that is of course impossible. The place of
death, the cause of death and the fact that the Bardas of the epitaph left
behind young orphans, whereas Bardas Phokas was ageing when he died – all
this proves that the scribe of M did not make a very lucky guess. Bardas
probably died during the Cretan expedition of 961, or afterwards when the
island had been recaptured from the Arabs. The epitaph is vaguely reminiscent
of Cr. 329, 1, a poem in which Geometres relates how he brought the corpse of
his beloved father back to Constantinople, performed the funeral rites and
buried him in an arcosolium. The style also resembles that of Geometres. If the
epitaph were to be found close to other poems by Geometres, it would certainly
have been reasonable to ascribe it to him. But M does not contain poems by
Geometres. It has three monodies dating from 912 (M 1–3), a monody by
Symeon the Metaphrast (M 4), two poems by the twelfth-century scribe (M 5
and 10), three poems that cannot be dated nor ascribed to a known author
(M 7–9) and the epitaph on Phokas by John of Melitene (M 6). I would,
therefore, suggest that the epitaph on Bardas be attributed to John of Melitene,
a poet who, as we have seen, regularly imitates the style of Geometres.
*

*
*
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Athous Dion. 264 (s. XVII), fol. 337v, contains the following poems: (A 1)
st5coi ärca¦oi to¯ Melithnh eœß tën sta7rzsin, (A 2) to¯ aJto¯ eœß toáß 3g5oyß m´,
(A 3) to¯ aJto¯ eœß tën Ösiom1rtyra Mar5an, (A 4) to¯ aJto¯ eœß tën 3g5an
Barb1ran, (A 5) to¯ Gezm6troy eœß prosmon1rion ™kklhs5aß; and (A 6) to¯ aJto¯
™rzt8santoß t5ß än6gnz etc. On fols. 337v–340r two epigrams follow by Philes,
one epigram by Xanthopoulos, and then a long sequence of poems by Philes25.
Poem A 1 is an epigram on the Crucifixion. This epigram can also be found
in Salamanca, University Library 2722 (s. XII), fol. 11v and Vat. Urb. 120
(s. XIII ex.), fol. 2v; it has recently been published by Maguire26. Given the date
of these two manuscripts the epigram must have been written before 1200 at
the latest: st5coi ärca¦oi indeed, at least for a scribe working in the seventeenth
century. In Dion. 264 the epigram (anonymous in the two other mss.) bears the
following heading: to¯ Melithnh, which Lambros in his Catalogue renders as to¯
Melittino¯. I would suggest to read this lemma as (\Iz1nnoy) to¯ Melithn‰ß. This
is also corroborated by the fact that Salamanca 2722, fol. 11v, does not only
contain A 1, but also N 1 (Marc. XI 22, fol. 87v: see above, p. 311), the satirical
epitaph on Tzimiskes, which was undoubtedly written by John of Melitene27.
However, it is only fair to admit that Dion. 264 is not an entirely reliable
source, for the lemmata of A 2 and A 3 are incorrect. A 3 is the famous epigram
on St. Mary of Egypt by Geometres: Cr. 314, 16. A 2 is the equally famous
epigram on the Forty Martyrs (S. 8), which is attributed to Mauropous in Par.
Suppl. gr. 690, but which Sajdak and I ascribe to Geometres (see Appendix II,
pp. 298–299).
Poems A 4–6 have not yet been published. A 4 is attributed to John of
Melitene, A 5–6 to John Geometres. The literary quality of these verses is so
poor that I hesitate to ascribe them to either of the two poets. If these satirical
poems date from the tenth century, the kapnog6nhß mentioned in A 6 may be
identified with Kapnog6neioß Ö MaÀstzr, a schoolmaster famous for his hairsplitting on orthography: Ö t0n l6xezn qhratëß kaò t0n to7tzn äntisto5czn
äkribëß ¸rqogr1óoß28. I am publishing the poems without any further comments and without emendations, though the manuscript contains some unmetrical or otherwise incorrect readings.
25

STICKLER 1992: 213 does not mention the first two epigrams by Philes: (1) eœß panagi1rion.
œdoá crysë tr1pefa kaò qe¦ai v5caiº vyc8, dr1me, tr1óhqi, kÌn f!ß Ÿß k7zn; (2) ed. MILLER
1855–57: II, 34 (no. F 75). The epigram by Xanthopoulos is probably still unedited: [t/]
marm1rù m1rtyreß ™sthrigm6noi / marmaryg2ß p6mpoysi ästraphböloyßº / Äß m1rgaroi g2r
Ÿstrakwqhsan t1ca. For the rest of the poems by Philes, see STICKLER 1992: 213.

26

MAGUIRE 1996: 21, n. 49. See also HÖRANDNER 2000: 77.
See ŠEVCENKO 1978: 117.
Souda, ed. ADLER 1928–38: I, 229 (s.v. \Anwgezn). The family name Kapnogeneios/
Kapnogenes already existed in the ninth century: see Theophanes Cont. 208,12 and
250,9.
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Appendix III

to¯ aJto¯ eœß tën Barb1ran
[x] b1rbaroß no¯ß Wstore¦ tën Barb1ranº
9 Barb1ra dê barb1roy mise¦ tröpoyßº
oJ B1rbaroß g1r ™stin äll2 Barb1ra.
to¯ Gezm6troy eœß prosmon1rion ™kklhs5aß
de¦ khrñn Ópteinº ce¦raß Óptein oJk Çceiº
de¦ sbenn7ein [x]º Çpneysen äprakt5aß.
to¯ aJto¯ ™rzt8santoß t5ß än6gnz ™n t! Šort! t‰ß Üperag5aß Qeotökoy tën
prwthn än1gnzsin kaò t5ß tën deyt6ran, kaò maqöntoß Äß tën prwthn Ö
m1geiroß, tën dê deyt6ran Ö kapnog6nhß
pr0toß m1geiroß, de7teroß kapnog6nhßº
oÏ g2r m1geiroß, kaò kapnñß parayt5ka.

*

*
*

To conclude, six poems in total can be ascribed to John of Melitene: the
epitaph to Phokas and the three epigrams in N (Marc. XI 22) with absolute
certainty; and the epitaph to Bardas in M (Matrit. Vitr. 26-2) and the epigram
on the Crucifixion in A (Dion. 264) in all likelihood. John of Melitene lived in
the second half of the tenth century. The epitaph to Bardas dates from 961 at
the earliest, the satirical epitaph to Tzimiskes probably from 976 and the
fictitious epitaph to Nikephoros Phokas from 988–989. The other three epigrams cannot be dated.

